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Abstract. A large part of open data concerns statistics, such as demo-
graphic, economic and social data (henceforth referred to as Open Sta-
tistical Data, OSD). In this paper we start by introducing open data
fragmentation as a major obstacle for OSD reuse. We proceed by outlin-
ing data cube as a logical model for structuring OSD. We then introduce
Open Statistics as a new area aiming to systematically study OSD. Open
Statistics reuse and extends methods from diverse fields like Open Data,
Statistics, Data Warehouses and the Semantic Web. In this paper, we
focus on benefits and challenges of Open Statistics. The results suggest
that Open Statistics provide benefits not present in any of these fields
alone. We conclude that in certain cases OSD can realise the potential
of open data.
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1 Introduction

Today an increasing number of public authorities, international organisations
and even enterprises publish Open Data [1,2]. Open Data refers to data that can
be freely used, re-used and redistributed by anyone1. In the public sector, opening
up government data aims to increase transparency and boost economic growth.
Indeed, estimates suggest that the potential of Open Data is tremendous [3].
For example, a study conducted by the McKinsey Global Institute estimated the
global annual economic potential value of Open Data to $3 trillion [4]. Against
this general euphoria however, studies reveal that publishing open data does not
automatically provide benefits [5,6]. Thus, we are still far from suggesting that
the potential of open data has been realised. On the contrary, further research
is needed in promising areas.

1 http://opendefinition.org.
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In this respect, an obvious route for further research is to understand the
nature of open data. Policy documents and research in the area suggest that
a large part of open data is numerical and, more specifically, concerns statis-
tics [7]. Examples include demographics (e.g. census data), social data (e.g. on
unemployment and poverty), economic data (e.g. number of new businesses)
etc. In this paper we refer to these as Open Statistical Data (OSD). The fact
that OSD is a large part of open data was the main motivation for our research.
OSD are numerical hence can be easily processed and visualised while significant
knowledge already exists in areas such as statistics and data warehouses.

In this paper, we present Open Statistics as a new field to systematically
investigate OSD and the creation of value from them. Open Statistics reuse
methods from diverse fields like Open Data, Semantic Web, Statistics, Machine
Learning and Data Warehouses. More specifically, Open Statistics use existing
knowledge on Open Data (such as processes and formats used to publish open
data) as background environment. In this environment, Open Statistics reuse
but, more importantly, in many cases redefines and extends existing methods
from other areas, e.g. for data integration, analysis and visualisation. As a result,
Open Statistics provide benefits that go much beyond what was possible in
each separate field. This suggests that Open Statistics can actually constitute a
significant field of research that, under certain conditions, could enable realising
the full potential of Open Data.

The research work that we present in this paper is exploratory [8] as we
aim to scope out the magnitude of Open Statistics and to provide and initial
understanding about it. In general, exploratory research is research conducted
for a problem that has not been clearly defined. It often occurs before we know
enough to make conceptual distinctions or posit an explanatory relationship [9].
As a result, we include the following activities in our approach:

– Study datasets from two open data portals at different administrative levels.
In particular we focus on the UK’s national open data portal2 and the Euro-
pean Union’s open data portal3 and we study statistical datasets related to
unemployment.

– Review literature related to research areas overlapping with Open Statistics.
In particular, we reuse existing knowledge from (a) Open Data because open
statistical data is a major part of them, (b) Data Warehouse and Online
Analytical Processing (OLAP) because data cube model seems appropriate
to conceptualise OSD, (c) Statistics as a valuable way to create value out of
OSD, and (d) Linked Data as a vital technological enabler to achieve the full
potential of Open Statistics.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 we present the existing
situation in OSD. In Sect. 3 we present a major challenge for OSD reuse, namely
data fragmentation. In Sect. 4 we outline the data cube model. In Sect. 5 we
introduce Open Statistics and show how it is related to other fields of study.

2 http://data.gov.uk.
3 http://www.europeandataportal.eu/.
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In Sect. 6 we illustrate the benefits of Open Statistics while in Sect. 7 we present
the relevant challenges. Section 8 presents the main conclusions of the work and
directions of future research.

2 Existing Situation

Today, opening government data is a political priority in many countries world-
wide including the USA and the EU. As a result, an exponentially increasing
amount of government data is rapidly opening. International organizations (such
as the World Bank) also open up their data. A five-star model has been proposed
by Tim Berners-Lee to evaluate the maturity of open data4.

More specifically, OSD is currently provided by governments and organisa-
tions through data portals at the international, European, national or regional
level. At the international level, organisations provide OSD related to coun-
tries in data portals such as the World Bank data portal5, the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) data portal6 and the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) data por-
tal7. At the European level, OSD are provided through the official European
Data Portal8 and the data portal of Eurostat9. At the national level, OSD are
provided by the national open data portals (e.g. the data.gov.uk in the UK) but
also by the National Statistical Offices (e.g. the Office for National Statistics10

in the UK). Finally, at the regional level, OSD are published by local agencies,
cities or even boroughs of cities in local data portals such as the data portal of
the city of Brussels11 and the data portal of the Camden borough of London12.
Finally, data portals also serve as single points of access and, apart from provid-
ing data regarding their administrative level, they also provide links to datasets
that are published at data portals of lower levels.

3 Open Statistical Data Fragmentation

As already stated, a large part of open data are numerical thus potentially easy
to process and visualise. In reality however studies suggest that open data reuse
is limited. In this section, we investigate practical obstacles for OSD reuse. We
do not consider obstacles related to legal and organisational issues at the side
of the publishers. Instead, we concentrate on the side of the end user, who is
interested to reuse open data.
4 https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html.
5 http://data.worldbank.org/.
6 http://stats.oecd.org/.
7 http://opendata.unesco.org/.
8 http://europeandataportal.eu/.
9 http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database.

10 http://ons.gov.uk.
11 http://opendata.brussel.be/.
12 http://opendata.camden.gov.uk/.
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For the purposes of this research, we searched two major open government
data portals, namely the UK data portal and the European data portal. In both
case, according to our scenario, we were interested to reuse open data about
unemployment.

We first searched the UK data portal for datasets using the keyword unem-
ployment. This resulted in 122 results, which provided access to 56 files and 610
links to other portals (e.g. to the UK’s Office for National Statistic) and thus
to other files. We opened and examined these files one by one and find out that
only 13 out of 56 are relevant to unemployment and that 7 out of 13 provide
structured numeric values in a machine readable format.

Most importantly, however, those datasets measure unemployment based on
different characteristics (also called dimensions). For example, we found datasets
for unemployment in different geospatial levels (e.g. in the city of London, in the
Camden borough, or in the different wards of Camden), age groups, gender
or time duration (e.g. annual, quarterly or monthly unemployment). Relative
datasets also measure unemployment using different units of measure (e.g. unem-
ployment rate or thousands of unemployed people). Finally, different datasets
may employ different methods for measuring unemployment e.g. based on the
UK’s Office for National Statistics (OSN) estimations, based on the number of
people that claim Job Seekers Allowance (JSA) or based on the International
Labour Organization’s (ILO) model.

We then searched European data portal using unemployment keyword.
This search returned 120 datasets mainly from Eurostat. Again, those datasets
describe unemployment using different dimensions and units of measures. Differ-
ent datasets also measure unemployment in different context (e.g. in the context
of education and training or in regional statistics). This also means that these
datasets are located in different parts of the portals.

In summary, our research revealed that searching the two open data portals
for useful data on unemployment results in large numbers of datasets and links.

We call open data fragmentation the situation where collections of relevant
open data are broken down into many pieces that are not close together. This
definition is actually an adaptation of the definition of data fragmentation in
computing.

Unemployment is not the only case where relevant data are fragmented. In
the case of OSD, fragmentation is actually the rule rather than the exception.
Therefore, we suggest that in order for OSD (and therefore Open Data in gen-
eral) to be useful the problem of open data fragmentation has to be sufficiently
addressed. We acknowledge that other obstacles already mentioned in the liter-
ature are also important. However, in this paper we concentrate on overcoming
the obstacle of open data fragmentation.

4 The Data Cube Model

The study of datasets in both the UK and the European open data portals
reveals that (a) OSD can be conceptualised using the traditional data cube
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(or just cube) model that was initially introduced in Data Warehouses and that
(b) different datasets provide fragmented views of a cube.

Although research in data warehouses is active for more than two decades,
concepts and systems lack a uniform theoretical basis with regards to models
that define data cubes and operations that are performed on data cubes [10–
14]. In general, however, a data cube is specified by a set of dimensions and
a set of measures. The dimensions create a structure that comprises a number
of cells, while each cell includes a numeric value for each measure of the cube.
Let us consider as an example a cube from Eurostat with three dimensions,
namely time in years, geography in countries, and age group, that measures
the employment rate. An example of a cell in this cube would define that the
percentage of unemployed people between 25 and 49 years old in France in 1999
is 10.2 % (Fig. 1). This conceptual cube could have been created using numeric
values from multiple datasets.

Fig. 1. Open statistical data modelled as a cube

5 Open Statistics

Open Statistics is a field aiming to systematically study Open Statistical Data
(OSD). The main idea behind Open Statistics is that we concentrate only on
Open Data that are actually statistics. This is a large part of all Open Data but
clearly not all Open Data are OSD.

Open Statistics mainly capitalise on existing knowledge on Open Data and
mainly Open Government Data. The majority of the existing body of knowledge
in those areas is applicable in Open Statistics although in some cases some
precaution is necessary. In this environment, methods from three other areas
are reused and in some cases redefined. These are Data Warehouses and OLAP,
Statistics and the Semantic Web (mostly Linked Open Data).

Open Statistics reuse the concept of data cubes for OSD logical organisation.
It shows how data are logically connected and not necessarily how they are
physically connected.
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Open Statistics also reuse Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) methods,
such as slicing and dicing. In some cases however those methods are redefined
since OLAP was initially introduced in a close environment. In Open Statistics
we have the possibility of performing operations not needed before. For example,
searching for similar data cubes in the same or different open data portal is an
essential operation to overcome open data fragmentation.

Open Statistics involve analysing OSD with statistical methods, such as
Pearson’s correlation, linear regression, and logistic regression, and techniques
such as panel data analysis and even statistical learning analysis in order to
explain or predict phenomena. In the context of Open Statistics the exploitation
of these methods and techniques will be redefined.

Finally, Open Statistics capitalise on the Linked Open Data technology
(LOD) and more specifically on the LOD implementation of the data cube model,
termed RDF Data Cube (QB) vocabulary. This provides the necessary techno-
logical infrastructure for Open Statistics.

6 Open Statistics Potential

Some of the most valuable methods that are used to exploit data include Online
Analytical Processing (OLAP), correlation of cross-sectional data, time-series
correlation, panel data analysis and creation of predictive models. These methods
can also be used to analyse OSD.

OLAP refers to the technique of performing complex analysis over the infor-
mation stored in a DW. The multidimensional nature of OSD allows performing
OLAP on top of them in order to explore and get different views of the data. For
example, OLAP can be used to view only selected part of data (slice or dice), to
view a reoriented view of the data (pivot) or to navigate among different levels
of the data along a specific dimension (drill-down or roll-up).

Cross-sectional data [15] provide observations of phenomena at a single point
of time. Correlation of cross-sectional data can be, hence, used in statistics to
measure and interpret the extent to which two measured variables are related
to each other within a single point of time. Linear regression is the mostly
used method to explore the correlation between two measured variables. Cross-
sectional data correlation can be used to assess possible associations between
different phenomena described by OSD e.g. unemployment rate and poverty
rate in the UK in 2015.

Correlation can be also used to measure and interpret the relationship
between measured variables over time. In this case, correlation is applied in
data that are modeled as time-series. OSD can be easily formulated as time
series data as they usually measure the same phenomenon at successive time
intervals. Time-series correlation can then be applied in order to explore the
relationship between different phenomena over time e.g. unemployment rate and
poverty rate in the UK over the last ten years.

Panel data [16] (or longitudinal data) can be used to model multi-dimensional
data over time. Panel data are able to contain observations of multiple phenom-
ena over multiple time periods. Panel data can be used on top of OSD to explore
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how a measured variable changes over time. For example, panel data can be used
to explore the relationship between unemployment rate in all countries of Europe
and the poverty rate in all countries of Europe the last ten years.

Predictive models are created and assessed in the context of predictive ana-
lytics in order to make empirical predictions using data and statistical or data
mining methods [17]. In general, the goal of predictive models is to predict the
output of a variable value (Y) for new observations given their input values (X)
based on historical data. OSD can be used as historical data for the creation as
well as the assessment of predictive models.

According to our view Open Statistics introduce two types of OSD exploita-
tion: the problem-driven approach and the data-driven approach.

The problem-driven approach follows the traditional data exploitation par-
adigm that aims to solve a well-defined problem. In this case, one of the main
challenges is to discover the appropriate data and Open Statistics can support
this task. For example, a problem-driven type of scenario could be the follow-
ing: “I would like to explore a phenomenon”. In this scenario, if we consider
as an example the phenomenon of unemployment in European countries, the
first requirement towards exploring unemployment would be to discover all rel-
evant OSD. These can be datasets that measure unemployment from different
European countries and in various time periods, provided by a single or various
data portals. Relevant OSD can be then combined to provide a single view of
unemployment and then analysed using different methods of analysis to produce
interesting results. OLAP analysis, for example, could be used to view unem-
ployment in Italy, Greece and Spain in years 2014 and 2015.

Another problem-driven type of scenarios could be the following: “I would
like to explore the relationship between two or more phenomena”. For example,
we would like to explore the relationship between unemployment and poverty in
the countries of Europe. Towards this end, we need again to discover relevant
OSD. Once we have the datasets, we can combine them and then apply on them
methods such as cross-sectional correlation, time-series correlation or panel data
analysis.

As a result, the most important task in problem-driven scenarios is the dis-
covery of relevant data. In the new reality of Open Statistics the vision is to
facilitate the discovery of this relevant data. Hence, the main benefit of Open
Statistics in this approach is that it will allow the easy and effective discovery of
relative OSD that can be then analysed using the methods of analysis described
above in order to solve specific problems.

The data-driven approach is a bottom-up approach compelled by OSD.
Specifically, this approach aims at identifying unexplored results starting from
a dataset at hand. A data-driven type of scenarios could be the following: “I
would like to explore phenomena out of OSD”. In order to solve this problem, we
could start from a single dataset and then search for relevant datasets, combine
and analyse them in order to discover possible relationships or other interesting
conclusions.
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In data-driven scenarios the benefits of Open Statistics can be even greater
since the different methods of analysis that can be applied on OSD need to be
redefined. Specifically, starting from a specific dataset, OLAP can be used to
enhance this dataset by finding relevant datasets (e.g. that measure the same
variable in a different year). This will facilitate the inspiration of innovative
solutions or unexpected results that were not known before. Moreover, cor-
relation (cross-sectional or time series) could be used to identify unexpected
relationships with other datasets. Starting again from a specific dataset, data-
driven correlation and panel data in Open Statistics will allow to go bottom-up
and identify and create new and, maybe, unexpected relationships with other
datasets. Finally, OSD can be used as the basis for the creation and assessment
of predictive models. These predictive models could then be reused by different
applications, in the same way that open data is reused.

7 Open Statistics Challenges

This section presents a preliminary analysis of the main challenges towards the
vision of Open Statistics.

7.1 Data Integration

A big challenge in Open Statistics is related to overcoming the data fragmenta-
tion problem. OSD integration is required in order to be able to achieve the vision
of Open Statistics. Data integration is the problem of combining data residing at
different sources, and providing the user with a unified view of these data [18].
Because, however, OSD can be conceptualised as cubes, the data integration
problem in Open Statistics can be though as the problem of combining cubes.

Although cubes integration has being studied in data warehouses literature
for more than a decade [13,19,20], OSD have introduced new requirements in
the area. Traditionally, an organisation had a collection of measures that were
important to its operation. These measures were organised in a data warehouse.
In Open Statistics, however, data providers make available for reuse in an ad-hoc
manner multiple datasets that can actually comprise parts of a bigger cube with
multiple measures, dimensions, and hierarchies. On the other hand, however,
users may need data that require the integration of these datasets or even the
data cubes that can be created by integrating the datasets. Moreover, in most
of the traditional theoretical frameworks cubes integration was only presented
as part of a generic framework aiming at conceptualise cubes and thus they do
not describe in detail cubes integration. As a result, cube integration has to be
studied under this new perspective.

An interesting case of OSD integration involve the expansion of an initial cube
by using data from other cubes. For example, in terms of our first scenario, we can
expand a dataset about unemployment in European countries in different years
by reusing cubes with unemployment data in lower geographical level. This will
result in a new cube with data of unemployment in two levels of geography
(Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Cube integration that enables the expansion of an initial cube

A second interesting case of OSD integration involves the creation of a cube
from the intersection of two other cubes. For example, in terms of the same
scenario, we integrate two cubes with the same dimensions but with different
values of dimensions. The resulted cube contains only the intersection of these
values as presented in Fig. 3.

These types of cube integration pose some interesting requirements that need
to be further analysed and formally defined.

Fig. 3. Cube integration that enables the intersection of two cubes
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7.2 Data Analysis

Data analysis challenges are mainly related to data-driven scenarios where auto-
matic processing of data is required. All different statistical analysis methods and
techniques should be studied in the context of cubes and specific requirements
that would enable automated and massive analyses should be defined.

Moreover, different analyses could present controversial results for the same
phenomenon depending on the statistical methods and/or the data that have
been employed. For example, [21] reviewed 68 studies about the relationship
between crime and the unemployment rate and he found that only less than half
of these studies have found positive significant effects of the unemployment on
crime rates. So, it is important statistical analyses and models to also open up
and connect to OSD [22].

7.3 Technologies

Linked data technologies has been early proposed as the most effective way for
opening up data on the Web [23]. In the case of OSD this is particular true
as it will not only facilitate data integration but also enable the realisation of
data-driven scenarios that require automatic data processing [24].

The RDF Data Cube (QB) vocabulary [25] is a W3C standard for publishing
data cubes on the Web using the RDF (Resource Description Framework) and
the linked data principles. The core class of the vocabulary is the qb:DataSet that
represents a cube. A cube is connected to a qb:DataStructureDefinition which
in turn contains a set of components that can be a qb:DimensionProperty, a
qb:MeasureProperty or a qb:AttributeProperty. The first one defines the dimen-
sions of the cube, the second the measures, while the third structural metadata
such as the unit of measurement. Finally a cube has multiple qb:Observation
that describe the cells of the cube.

At the moment, a number of statistical datasets are freely available on the
Web as linked data cubes. For example, the European Commission’s Digital
Agenda provides its Scoreboard as linked data cubes. An unofficial linked data
transformation of Eurostat’s data13, created in the course of a research project,
includes more than 5,000 linked data cubes. Few statistical datasets from the
European Central Bank, World Bank, UNESCO and other international organ-
isations have been also transformed to linked data in a third party activity14.
Census data of 2011 from Ireland and Greece and historical censuses from the
Netherlands have been also published as linked data cubes [26,27]. Moreover,
many official efforts launched by governmental organisations (owning the data)
are using the QB vocabulary to publish their data as linked data cubes. For exam-
ple, the Scottish Government, the UK Department for Communities and Local
Government, the Italian National Institute of Statistics, the Flemish Govern-
ment, the Irish Central Statistics Office and the European Commission’s Digital
Agenda have published their data using the QB vocabulary.
13 http://eurostat.linked-statistics.org.
14 http://270a.info.

http://eurostat.linked-statistics.org
http://270a.info
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Although all the above efforts use the same vocabulary, they often adopt dif-
ferent practices, thus hampering the data integration. The result is the creation of
cubes that cannot be integrated despite the use of linked data technologies [28].
Interoperability conflicts that hamper data integration have been extensively
studied in the context of relational databases and data warehouses. Examples
of such conflicts include naming, structural, data scaling, data precision, and
data representation conflicts [11,29–31]. It is essential, however, to identify all
the types of conflicts that may hamper data cube integration in the context of
Open Statistics and linked data. Moreover, it is important to come up with and
agree on best practices to be followed by statistical data publisher in order to
overcome these types of conflicts.

Finally, software tools that support important functionalities related to linked
data cubes creation and exploitation have been recently developed [32,33]. How-
ever, we need to overcome challenges related to performance especially in the
case of exploiting cubes from multiple data stores [34].

8 Conclusion

An increasing number of public authorities and international organisations pub-
lish Open Data. Despite the great expectations of open data movement, studies
reveal that publishing open data does not automatically provide benefits. At the
same time, policy documents and research in the area suggest that a large part
of open data is numerical and, more specifically, concerns statistics.

In this paper, we introduced Open Statistics as a new field to systematically
investigate Open Statistical Data. Open Statistics reuse methods from diverse
fields like Open Data, Semantic Web, Statistics, Data Warehouses, and OLAP.

Towards this end, we initially studied datasets in both the UK and the
European open data portals. We concluded that (a) OSD can be conceptualised
using the traditional data cube (or just cube) model that was initially introduced
in Data Warehouses and that (b) different datasets provide fragmented views of
a cube.

Thereafter we presented the potential of Open Statistics and we described
how OSD redefines traditional statistical analysis methods such as OLAP, panel
data, and statistical learning. We also presented challenges related to the achieve-
ment of Open Statistics. The challenges were categorised in three categories,
namely data integration, data analysis, and technology.

In summary, the results suggest that Open Statistics provide benefits not
present in any of these fields alone. We conclude that in certain cases OSD can
realise the potential of open data.
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